






Introduction to Little Death Studies
― From Little Death to Big Death ―
OBAYASHI Masayuki
   In this paper, I will make clear that the concept of “Little Death” is connected with the 
concept of “Big Death” in an empirical relationship, and the studies of “Little Death” will contribute 
to Death Studies.
   The concept of “Little Death” has been considered by some people concerning the 
acceptance of death in the academic field of Death Studies. Especially, it is a well-known fact that 
Kazuko Watanabe, a catholic sister, characterized “Little Death” as a rehearsal of “Big Death,” or 
an individual death. Moreover, it is known that Georges Bataille, a French thinker, regarded “Little 
Death” as a sexual ecstasy and the denial of individual human existence.
   Watanabe argues that the concept of “Little Death” has three meanings: a rehearsal of 
“Big Death,”restraining one's egoism, and creating a new life. Considering these meanings, we 
can understand that “Little Death” has a continuity with “Big Death” in that we can experience 
its dying process, and, at the same time, “Little Death” has noncontinuity with “Big Death” itself, 
in that we cannot experience the latter directly.  Furthermore, Batille argues for the continuity 
between “Little Death” and “Big Death,” considering the fact that both of them have the same 
meaning of denial of individual human existence.
   In conclusion, the concept of “Little Death” brings rich discussions to Death Studies, which 
investigates how people come to accept death.
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